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Malayalees of north Kerala say 'oan' for he and
'oal' for she.  Those who are not familiar with this
pronunciation may think it is impure or polluted or
bad Malayalam. But if they understand the rules for
sound change in the language, they will agree that it
is good Malayalam. Kathiroan and pakaloan are ac-
cepted usages. Both these words have oan in them.
Pakaloan is pakal + oan. Kathir + avan becomes
kathiravan and then kathiroan.

Sound change in words follows certain rules.
We can understand these rules only if we know the
position of various phonemes in the periodic table.

Malayalees proudly say that theirs is a classi-
cal language like Thamizh and Samskritham.  We
have got this high status at a time when we have
not cleared the controversy about the number of
letters in our alphabet. While there are only 5 vow-
els and 21 consonants in the English alphabet,
Malayalam has 18 vowels and 36 consonants. Even
though there are more than twice the numbers of
letters in the Malayalam alphabet compared to En-
glish, the number of phonemes in these two lan-
guages is almost same.

A table of phonemes of Malayalam language is
presented here (Table 1). A (pronounced as in the
word America), E (as in mental), O (as in
Pokkudan), U (as in put) and I (as in kit) are the
basic vowels seen in almost all languages of the

world.  A is the open vowel and it gets the top posi-
tion. It is the first letter in alphabets of Indian and
European languages. Below it are placed the half-
closed vowels. The phoneme Q represents the
kendraswaram or central vowel, which used to be
called 'half U' or 'covered U' (samvritha u kaaram).
The closed vowels, U and I are placed in the third
row. The semi-vowels follow the vowels and the
consonants come after them. The positions of con-
sonants are based on their mutual relationships.

One important feature of this table is that it
incorporates both the vowels and the consonants.
The labial sounds are placed in squares 11 to 19 and
the retroflex sounds in 63 to 69. Squares 54 to 59
are given to palatal sounds, while dental sounds are
in squares 46 to 49. Malayalam has six nasal sounds.
See squares in the table with numbers ending in 6.
To write the six phonemes we have seven letters.
The 'M' sound is there in the consonant 'ma' and
the vowel 'am'. At the same time English has only
two letters 'M' and 'N' for the six nasal sounds.
Letter N is used for the nasal sounds in squares 26,
36, 46, 56 and 66. N represents five different pho-
nemes in the words sink, inch, month, ant and aunt.
The letter T can represent three phonemes as in
Tirur and Central Travancore. These are written as
TH, T and TW here.

Table 1. Phonemes of Malayalam language
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The phonemes of languages are comparable to
the elements in Chemistry. The periodic table of
phonemes is similar to the periodic table of elements.
Look at the table and you will understand how avan
can become oan. Malayali is notorious for drop-
ping phonemes from words when he speaks.

One poet once shortened the expression,
'kannimaanga venamo, kappa mulaku venamo' into
'kanyangano, kaplano'. The second a of the word
avan can easily be dropped to make it avn in the
spoken language. From the table of phonemes it
can be made out that V and U are very close.  So
we can understand avn becoming aun. Now the
last step is to fuse A and U to make O.  In the table
the position of O is midway between A and U. When
A and U fuse, the product is O. The long O is writ-
ten here as OA. Now you know how avan became
oan.

When an outsider learns Malayalam and speaks
we can make out that he is not familiar with the
spoken language. He is not taught that 'phalam illa'
(no use) must become phalo illa in spoken
Malayalam. This change is as per the rule of the
language. Maram + um is maramum in Thamizh,
but it is maravum for Malayalees.

M becomes V. Phalam can become phalav and
phlau and finally phalo.

Anujan is a Sanskrit word. Malayali made it
aniyan. Language Pundits will say that the Malayali
has made it asuddham or impure. But there is justi-
fication for Malayali changing phoneme J into Y.
Both the J and Y are in column no. 3, in squares 38
and 33 respectively. In German language they write
J and pronounce as Y.  The German word 'ja' has
to be pronounced as 'ya' (meaning yes).  Since we
had no 'ja' sound in our language, we made it 'ya'.
(Later we borrowed it from Sanskrit language).
Japanese people has no L in their alphabet. They
could not write London. They made it Rondon. The

in square 26 (see table). Both the N and K become
NG when they move to 26. Maavnkaay becomes
maangkaay first. Maankaay is the Thamizh form.
Malayali dropped the final y to make it maangkaa,
and later 'softened' the 'ka' sound into 'nga'. Thus
mmav-n-kaay became m aa ng ng a.

Wayanad was a land (nhaad) of paddy fields
(vayal). The L in vayal and NH in nhaad had to
fuse. The periodic table says that the meeting place
of the phonemes of square 46 and 54 is square 56.
Both NH and L became N. Vayal nhaad became
vayan naad and then vayanaad.

Sooraj is a proper noun borrowed from Hindi.
Previously we had Sooryan. The terminal an will be
dropped in Hindi. Our Raman is Ram in Hindi.
Mohanan is Mohan. Sooryan will become Soory.
In Hindi a vowel is usually added in between two
consonants. The habit of Malayali is opposite – to
drop vowels and fuse consonants. Soory can be-
come Sooray in Hindi. We change J into Y, the Hindi
people do the reverse- change Y into J. Thus Sooray
became Sooraj.

Sesame oil or gingelly oil was elh nhei in old
Malayalam. It became e nw nw a later. Here the LH
of square 64 and NH of square 46 had to fuse. Both
became NW of square 66. E lh nh ei became e nw
nw ei. The final i was dropped and the E was made
A for ease in pronunciation. Thus elh nhei became
e nw nw a. Now the enwnwa is not only the oil of
elh (sesame). We have kadukenna, meenenna and
even mannenna. V ae lh + nh aa d became vae nw
aa d following the same rule.
        We had a mini periodic table of 25 consonants.
This had to be drastically modified by substraction
and addition in order to link it with other conso-
nants as well as the vowels.

The last three letters in the present Malayalam
alphabet are LHA, ZHA and RHA. They are labelled

semivowel I is close to Y and it is easy to pronounce
iya, in stead of uya. When J was replaced with Y
and U with I, the word anujan became aniyan.

Maanga (mango) is the kaay of maav (maav-
n-kaay). Malayalis fuse N and K in this word. Pho-
neme N is in square 56 and K in 29. They can meet

as Dravida letters. Obviously they are later addi-
tions to a Sanskrit alphabet which Malayalam cop-
ied. The letter LHA deserves a position close to LA,
RHA a position close to RA and ZHA a position in
the row of Y and V. Their due positions are given in
the periodic table.


